THE CARDS
Bonus: If you accomplish a “TUTTO”, you get the bonus points indicated on
the card in addition to the points you have rolled. If you stop and have not
accomplished a “TUTTO”, you score only the points rolled without getting the
bonus.
x2: If you accomplish a “TUTTO”, all points you have rolled so far on this turn are
doubled. If you stop and have not accomplished a “TUTTO”, you score only the
points rolled.

GAME MATERIALS

1 set of instructions, 6 dice and 56 game cards overall:
1 “Cloverleaf” card
5 “Fireworks” cards

10 “Stop” cards

5 “Straight” cards

5 “x2” cards

Stop: Tough luck! You have to end your turn, and your left neighbour has his turn.

5 “Plus/Minus” cards

Fireworks: You have to keep throwing the dice until you roll a null. After each roll,
you need to keep all valid single dice and triplets. If you accomplish a “TUTTO”,
you have to continue without revealing a new card. Your turn ends only when you
roll a null. However, you score all points you have rolled on this turn.
Plus/Minus: You must try to accomplish a “TUTTO” and may not stop before
you do. If you roll a null, you don’t score any points. But if you succeed, you score
exactly 1,000 points, irrespective of the number of points you have rolled. Besides
this, the leading player has 1,000 points deducted.
If more than one player is leading with the same number of points, each of them
has 1,000 points deducted. Nevertheless, you, as the player who is currently rolling
the dice, score 1,000 points only once. If it is the leading player who reveals this
card, naturally he doesn’t have to deduct any points from his score when he
accomplishes a “TUTTO”,

25 “Bonus” cards (5 cards each, worth 200, 300, 400, 500, 600)

Cloverleaf: You have to try to accomplish a “TUTTO” twice in a row on this turn
and may not stop before you do. If you roll a null, you don’t score any points. But
if you succeed, the game ends immediately, and you win – no matter what score
you have!

GAME IDEA

Straight: Attention! This card changes the rules for valid dice. You have to try to
accomplish a “Straight” and may not stop before you do. A “Straight” consists of all
. As usual, you have to keep at least one valid die
six numbers
after each roll. In this case, a valid die is a die that shows a number that you have not
yet put aside. If the roll doesn’t contain any valid die, it counts as a null and you don’t
score any points. But if you accomplish a “Straight”, you score 2,000 points for it. A
“Straight” is considered a “TUTTO” – consequently, you may continue if you want.

SET-UP
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In addition, you will need paper and pencil to write down the score.
With the luck of the dice and a bit of strategy, all players try to accumulate as many
points as possible. But before you roll the dice, the cards come into play. They often
promise a hefty bonus – but if you risk too much, you’ll go away empty-handed.
The player who is considered the luckiest of the lot by the others takes paper and
pencil. He’ll note down the scores of all the players during the course of the game.
Then he shuffles the cards and puts them as a face-down pile on the table, easily
accessible to everybody.
He is the starting player and begins the game!
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COURSE OF THE GAME

On your turn, you first flip over the top card of the pile and lay it face up next to the
pile. The revealed card indicates a special feature for your turn. Most cards give you
bonus points, but there are also cards that force you to end your turn. The different
cards and their meaning are explained in detail in the section THE CARDS.
Normally, after revealing the card, you roll all 6 dice and check your result for valid
single dice or dice combinations of triplets that you can keep.
The following single dice and triplets are valid and might score you points:
Single die:
each
= 50 points
		
each
= 100 points
Triplets:
= 200 points
		
= 300 points
		
= 400 points
		
= 500 points
		
= 600 points
		
= 1,000 points
Each die counts only once, that means that a or a counts either as a single die or
as a part of a triplet. A triplet is valid only if it has been thrown in one roll – dice that
you have put aside after other rolls may never be used for a triplet.
Note: If you keep a triplet of
or
, you have to make sure that
you keep these dice together and don’t mix them with saved single dice.

The possibilities you have now depends on the result of the roll:
Null
If your roll doesn’t contain any valid single die or triplet, you have rolled a null. Tough
luck! Example:
. Your turn is over and you don’t score any points. You
pass all dice to your left neighbour who then has his turn.
Valid dice
If the roll contains at least one valid die and/or triplet, you may choose whether you
want to stop or to continue:
Stop: You end your turn and score the total of all the points you have rolled on
this turn. Add them to the points that you have scored on your past turns. Then it’s
your left neighbour’s turn.
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Continue: You have to keep at least one valid die or triplet. Then you continue your
turn by rolling the remaining dice. If you throw a null, all points that you have scored
on this turn are forfeited, and it becomes your left neighbour’s turn. If this roll contains
at least one valid single die or triplet, you can choose again to stop and write down the
points you have scored or to continue and try to improve your score. However, dice
that you had put aside may be used again only if you accomplish a “TUTTO”.
“TUTTO”
If you have put aside all dice after one or more rolls, this is called a “TUTTO”. Example:
.After a “TUTTO”, you can also choose whether to stop or to
continue. If you decide to go on, you have to memorise the points you have scored
so far and flip over the next card of the pile, which is valid for you from now on. After
that, you reroll all six dice. But if you reveal a “Stop” card (see THE CARDS) or roll a null
during your turn, you have bad luck! All points that you have accumulated on this turn
go to waste.
END OF THE GAME

When one of the players reaches at least 6,000 points, the round is continued until
each player has had the same number of turns; that means that the player to the
right of the starting player is the last to have a turn. Then the game ends and the
player with the most points wins.
A detailed example:
A player flips over the “600 Bonus” card and rolls
. He
keeps the and rerolls the remaining dice. He throws
. If
he stopped now and added up the points of what he has put aside, he
would score 100+200+50 = 350 points. But since he wants to accumulate
more points and relishes the idea of getting a bonus, he keeps only the
and continues. He rolls the four remaining dice and is lucky: The
(600+50). “TUTTO”! If he stops now, he’ll score
dice show
100+50+600+50 = 800 + 600 (bonus for the card) = 1,400 points in total.
But this gambler still hasn’t got enough. He decides to continue and
reveals a new card – even though he knows that a “Stop” card would
cost him the points he has accumulated so far. He draws a “Straight”
card and now has to put aside the numbers “1” to “6”. His first roll results
in
, and he keeps
. His second roll shows
, and all his efforts have been in vain. He doesn‘t score any
points for this turn, and now his left neighbour has his turn.
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